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Clue 2

Today we are going to make some three colour hourglass units. We will be using all our 
fabrics today. Watch the cutting instructions carefully, we cut twice as many DARK as we 
do MEDIUM and LIGHT.

So let’s get to it!

We will be using the draw a diagonal line method (draw, sew, cut, press, repeat) to 
complete the units today. First, take your LIGHT and MEDIUM square and draw a diagonal 
line on the back of each square. Then mate each of these with a DARK square. We will 
sew 1/4” from both sides of that line and cut on the line.

You will have what look like HST now. A two colour square made from two triangles. Press 
these toward the DARK each time.

Lap Twin Queen King

DARK 5-1/4” strips 3 4 6 7

-cut to 5-1/4” squares 18 28 42 56

MEDIUM 5-1/4” strips 2 2 3 4

-cut to 5-1/4” squares 9 14 21 28

LIGHT 5-1/4” strips 2 2 3 4

-cut to 5-1/4” squares 9 14 21 28

Total HG units 36 56 84 112
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Take these HST and mate them LIGHT/DARK with MEDIUM/
DARK (darks opposite), draw another diagonal line and repeat. 
(We will sew 1/4” from both sides of that line and cut on the 
line.)

To the left is the process and colour layout of the hourglass. 
Make sure your DARKS are opposite each other for the final 
unit. This unit should measure 4-1/2” today. I now it is hard 
to see my MEDIUM, it is a dark medium and looks almost 
like the black in the pics, I promise it is stunning in true life!!

Today’s unit:

That’s all for today! Let’s see your units!
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